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I Search Models

II Online Dating

III Brideprices & Dowries



Recap: Last Week

I Fraction of the population that has ever been married has
dropped dramatically since 1960, with disparities across
the socioeconomic spectrum

I Interracial marriage generally low

I Age at first marriage rising

I Rise in assortative matching — more likely to marry
someone like you than in the 1960s



Recap: Matching

I Marriage market different from ‘normal’ markets as:
I No price

I It’s not enough for A to want to get married to B

I B must want to get married to A

I Frictionless marriage markets — matches form to
maximise total surplus

I Match patterns explained by preference heterogeneity and
household production technology



Search Frictions

I Assumed that everyone knew about the existence of all
potential matches, match characteristics, and the
associated match quality.....

I Search models stress the scarcity of information about
potential matches

I Those in the marriage market must spend time and effort
to locate their best options

I Set of potential partners you actually meet is partly random



Basic Framework

I Burdett & Coles (1999): simple framework with
heterogeneous to capture key aspects

I Bilateral meetings - only two agents meet at once

I Poisson arrival rates - meetings characterised by a
Poisson process with parameter α.

I Expected number of meetings in over time period ∆ is α∆

I Random matching - search is not directed, i.e. if you find
another person, that meeting is simply the realisation of a
draw from the set of all possible contacts



Abstractions

I Long term partnerships — once form a match not going
to allow divorce

I No learning — once meet, perfectly observe match quality

I Steady state — not going to address non-steady state
dynamics



Model

I Men and women differ according to a single trait

I If man m marries woman f , he gets f and she gets m
I m distributed according to some distribution M

I f distributed according to some distribution F

I Once meet someone, decide whether to accept the match
of continue to search

I Marriage occurs only if both accept each other



Model

I Choose an acceptance policy that determines which of the
opposite sex you will accept

I Characterised by reservation values — all potential
partners with a trait exceeding R are accepted and all
others rejected

I The reservation value that you choose depends on the
value of your trait

I Agents at the top of the distribution of each gender can be
choosier because they know they will be accepted by most
people on the other side of the market

I Continued search more valuable to them



Model

Rf = bf +
αµf

r

∫ m̄

Rf

(m − Rf )dMf (m)

I b — flow benefits to being single

I µ — proportion of meetings that end in marriage

I Mf (m) — distribution of offers depend on the trait of the
person in question

I r — common discount factor to represent cost of waiting



Model

For the ‘best’ woman:

Rf̄ = bf̄ +
α

r

∫ m̄

Rf̄

(m − Rf̄ )dMf (m)

I Key insight — people compromise due to waiting costs

I Still a tendency towards assortative matching but
attenuated by frictions

I In this model (with only one trait) you get a class structure
with a finite number of distinct classes within which
individuals marry (see Burdett & Coles)



Thick v. Thin Markets

Rf = bf +
αµf

r

∫ m̄

Rf

(m − Rf )dMf (m)

I The higher is α, the higher one’s reservation value (other
things held constant)

I Thick (thin) markets — many (few) meetings

I Although need to balance against congestion effects



Online Dating



Online Dating Trends

I In 2013, ∼11% of American adults, and 38% of those
‘currently single and looking for a partner’, used online
dating sites (Pew Study, 2013)

I Rise in the percentage of dates arising from online dating
since 2005, but not in those entering marriage or a long
term relationship

I 43% online daters had gone on a date with someone they
met online in 2005, up to 66% in 2013

I 17% entered into marriage or long term relationship in
2005, in 2013 was 23% but difference not statistically
significant

I Seems to be used more highly at the upper end of the
socioeconomic spectrum - 57% college educated know an
online dater compared to 42% of all Americans



Opinions of Online Dating



Online Dating

I How might an economist view the benefits and costs of
online dating?



Economics of Online Dating

I Ability to search deep pool of potential partners

I Communication online might allow one to better judge
match quality in advance (but 54% felt that they’ve met
someone who ‘seriously misrepresented themselves in
their profile’)

I Might be especially useful for those in ‘thin markets’ — gay
community, older divorcees

I Speculation that encouraging young adults to delay
committing (although largely speculative)



Economics of Online Dating

I Congestion a problem on some sites

I Tinder introduced a ‘super like’ feature that can only be
deployed once a day

I Increase in tools to facilitate automatic matching and allow
to filter users by characteristics



Hitsch et al(2013)

I Strong sorting patterns along various attributes among
matched users — age, attractiveness, income, education
and ethnicity

I Compare matches to those predicted by the Gale-Shapley
algorithm — little divergence suggesting that the market is
efficient

I Suggest looking at OkTrends for more analysis...

I Little work on relationship stability



Economics of Brideprice & Dowry



Brideprice & Dowry

I Payments between families at the time of marriage
prevalent historically and still pervasive in many countries

I Transfers can be large — 6 times annual household in
income in South Asia (Rao, 1993) & four times in
Sub-Saharan Africa (Dekker & Hoogeveen, 2002)

I Direction of payments differs
I Dowry — transfers from the bride’s family to the groom’s

I Brideprice — transfers from the groom’s family to the bride’s

I Rarely coexist



Brideprice and Property Rights

I Brideprice — bride’s parents receive the payment

I Dower — payment remains the property of the bride
herself and is usually considered insurance for the case of
divorce or her husband’s death (more typical in Islamic
marriages)

I Dowry — pre-mortem inheritance to the daughter that
remains her property (Botticini & Siow (2003) comment on
similarity in dowry amounts and inheritances to sons)

I Groomprices — direct transfer to grooms or their family
(emerge to secure husbands from prominent families)



China and Brideprices



China and Brideprices

I Reemergence of brideprices in China

I Linked to imbalances in the sex ratio causing women of
marriagable age to become more valuable

I Variation from 1m yuan ($163,000) in Shanghai (av.
income 55,000 yuan) to free (only in Chongding)

I Local housing prices and sex imbalances linked to variation



Why Do We See Them?

I Becker predicted that marriage payments should be
prevalent where the intrahousehold division of
consumption and welfare is relatively restricted

I Marriage payments between spouses to restore the
‘efficient’ division of surplus — act as a price to clear the
market

I (NB Will address the welfare of women in a few slides)

I Thought to see a shift to dowries due to quality
differentiation amongst grooms as found in socially
stratified societies where men are the primary recipients of
new economic opportunities



Brideprice to Dowry

I Brideprices: women have an economic value of their own
due to input into agricultural production — they receive a
brideprice

I New wage earning opportunities emerge (but for men
only), drawing women into the home

I Women remain a homogenous group with less economic
value; men become a heterogeneous group differentiated
by their wage earning capabilities

I Bride compete for more desirable grooms, with brides from
wealthier families able to outbid



Women’s Welfare

I In theory, brideprices can be interpreted as an explicit
recognition of the valuation of women’s contribution to
marriage

I In reality, it often serves to limit women’s control over their
own bodies

I Often linked to domestic violence — women;s fear of
returning home without being able to repay the brideprice

I Wendo (2004) — brideprice as a payment for sexual rights
associated with loos in control over sexual protection and
frequency of sexual relations

I Bishai and Grossbard (2006) — brideprice increases the
number of affairs for men, but decreases them for women



Women’s Welfare

I In theory, dowry set up to protect property given to women
but in reality seems to transform into one in which these
rights are given to men

I Magnitude of payments can impoverish bride’s family

I Has been linked to female infanticide and ‘dowry-death’ in
India

I Dowry-death — physical harm inflicted on wife to extract
payment from wife’s family (6,000 reported per year but
some estimates put at closer to 25,000 (Menski, 1998))
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